JAGUAR XJ6

THE SCULPTURAL INTEGRITY OF THE JAGUAR SEDAN HAS MADE IT A LIVING CLASSIC.

The Series III has the grace of a thoroughbred at the top of its form. Each taut line flows with pure sculptural logic, one into the next. The sedan has an aesthetic balance that would be outstanding under any circumstances. Seen side by side with the boxlike forms of some other luxury cars, the Jaguar's beauty speaks eloquently for itself.

It reveals why some of the world's most discriminating motor critics have called the Jaguar one of the most beautiful sedans ever built.

Powered by the famous electronically fuel injected double overhead cam six, the car is quick and responsive. It handles like a sports car. And it is backed by the Jaguar warranty. For two years or 36,000 miles, whichever comes first, Jaguar will replace or repair any part that proves defective. The only exceptions are the Pirelli P5 tires, which come with their own manufacturer's warranty. Your dealer has full details on the Jaguar limited warranty.
SOFT LEATHER, EXOTIC WOOD, ADVANCED INSTRUMENTATION.

The XJ6 provides a superb intelligence gathering system. From trip computer to tachometer to a battery of warning lights, the driver is kept fully informed at all times.

In addition, the car's standard equipment includes power sunroof, cruise control and a heating and air conditioning system that regulates itself automatically.
INSIDE THE MOST LUXURIOUS JAGUAR SEDAN.

The Vanden Plas interior greets you with an ambience of pure luxury. Burled walnut covers the dashboard, the console and is set into the door panels. Rich, natural leather covers the seats. Custom throw rugs have been set into the passenger footwells. Rear seat passengers enjoy individual swivel based reading lamps, map pockets set into the backs of the front seats, and a wide armrest that conceals a storage compartment. The sum of Vanden Plas fitments is an exclusive world of comfort and luxury such as few drivers ever enjoy.
VANDEN PLAS

THE MOST LUXURIOUS OF JAGUARS.

Coachbuilders to royalty and the sporting aristocracy of Europe, Vanden Plas has created this magnificent limited edition of the Jaguar XJ6 sedan. While every effort has been made to enhance the already high standard of Jaguar luxury, the Vanden Plas is pure Jaguar at heart. It moves, handles and responds like the thoroughbred it is.

Electronic ignition and digital electronic fuel injection augment the performance of Jaguar's famous double overhead cam six. Power rack and pinion steering is sure and precise. Four wheel independent suspension keeps the car stable on uneven road surfaces and helps it corner with the assurance of a sports car. And four wheel power disc brakes stop it with authority.
JAGUAR S-TYPE

QUITE POSSIBLY THE MOST SEDUCTIVE HIGH PERFORMANCE GT MACHINE OF OUR TIME.

The Jaguar XJ-S presents a shape so graceful and luxury so complete that the car’s formidable power plant and athletic handling capabilities may surprise you. An electronic ignition system unleashes the only production V-12 engine available in America.

The precision of the S-type’s power rack and pinion steering and four wheel independent suspension produces exceptional control and stability. The braking is decisive, thanks to four wheel power disc brakes. The result is a car that is responsive in traffic and exhilarating on winding country roads.